
Gilbert Lake Boating Guidelines 

With the Springwater Town Board’s recent decision to remove the “Slow No Wake” restriction on Springwater 
lakes effective May 1, 2021, we anticipate a busy and energetic season of boating. Because some properties 
may still be at greater risk of wake damage & erosion than others, we are asking GLAAI members and guests 
to consider the following voluntary actions and relevant state regulations this season.  

Recommendations of voluntary actions that will minimize further erosion and wake damage. 

• Be cognizant of wake size and distance from shore. 
• According to the DNR, boats should operate at “Slow No Wake” within 100 feet from shore, rafts, or 

other boats. We are recommending you stay as far from shore as possible. Unless towing a young or 
inexperienced skier, driving your boat at least 200 feet from shore before increasing the speed, will help 
reduce wakes and shore damage. 

• As we navigate the lake at higher speeds, it can be easy to inadvertently creep inside the 100-foot limit. 
Particularly in areas where the lake contours create points, or where boathouses are still in standing 
water, high waves and wakes can cause additional damage from erosion. Please make sure to stay as 
far away from these kinds of areas as is safely possible.  

• Manage your wake. Appreciate that both small and large boats can generate a large wake. Large 
wakes are a factor of boat speed, and the combined weight of the boat, gear & occupants.  

• If you’re out for a joy ride, either go “Slow No Wake” or get on a plane to minimize your wake. 
• Avoid filling the ballast on wake boarding boats because of the abnormally high wakes produced when 

the ballasts are filled with water. 
• Congestion creates multiple wakes, worsened by erratic driving patterns. On a lake our size 7-10 high 

speed boats are about the maximum number for safe operating.  

 

Additionally, Wisconsin law states that these dangerous operating practices are illegal: 

• Jumping the wake of any vessel towing a person on water skis, tube, wakeboard or similar device 
• Weaving your vessel through congested waterway traffic 
• Operating a vessel that creates hazardous wave or wake conditions while approaching or passing 

another vessel 
• Overloading the boat beyond the stated capacity. The number of persons indicated on the occupancy 

plate includes the total people in the boat plus those being towed on skis, boards or tubes behind the 
boat. 

• Operating a vessel at an unsafe distance or speed from other vessels  
• Operating a vessel repeatedly in a circuitous manner within 200 feet of another vessel or person in the 

water at greater than “slow no wake” speed 
• Operating a vessel within 100 feet of the shoreline, any dock, raft, pier or restricted area on any lake at 

greater than “Slow No Wake Speed.”  
• Operating a PWC faster than “Slow No Wake” speed within: 

o 100 feet of another vessel 
o 200 feet of shore on the lake 
o 100 feet of a dock, pier, raft or restricted area on any lake 

A complete set of Wisconsin Boating Regulations can be found here. 


